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We present results of an experiment where, using a 200 GW CO2 laser seed, a 65 MeV electron beam
was decelerated down to 35 MeV in a 54-cm-long strongly tapered helical magnetic undulator, extracting
over 30% of the initial electron beam energy to coherent radiation. These results, supported by simulations
of the radiation field evolution, demonstrate unparalleled electro-optical conversion efficiencies for a
relativistic beam in an undulator field and represent an important step in the development of high peak and
average power coherent radiation sources.
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Greatly increasing the electro-optical conversion effi-
ciency from particle beams to coherent radiation has the
potential to enable a new class of high peak and average
power sources capable of satisfying the increasing demands
of cutting-edge scientific and industrial applications. These
range from powering laser-based accelerators, developing
high energy lasers for power beaming and laser propulsion,
and improving the throughput of next generation fabrica-
tion processes for the semiconductor industry [1–4].
The current workhorse to directly convert power from

electron beams to electromagnetic radiation is the free-
electron laser (FEL) interaction where relativistic electron
beams and electromagnetic waves exchange energy as they
copropagate in an undulator magnetic field. This interac-
tion is maximized when the electron energy, the undulator
period, and field amplitude satisfy the resonant condition,
or equivalently the particles slip exactly one (or an integer
number of) radiation wavelength every undulator period. In
the classical FEL scheme [5,6], the amplification process
saturates at a peak power given by Psat ∼ 1.6ρPbeam where ρ
is the FEL Pierce parameter (typically lower than 0.5% for
short wavelength radiation) and Pbeam is the beam power.
Because of the absence of a gain medium or of a nearby
metal or dielectric structure, the interaction is dissipation-
free and saturation occurs only due to the fact that the
particles lose energy and fall out of the resonant interaction
region.
Increasing the output power beyond the FEL saturation

level can be achieved by tapering the undulator parameters
to sustain the interaction even when the particles lose a
large fraction of their energy. Undulator tapering as a means
to increase FEL performance has been studied since the

early days of FEL technology when the FEL was proposed
as a path towards very high average power sources, and
typically results in few percent efficiencies. The ELF
experiment in the 1980s demonstrated extraction efficien-
cies over 30% but for GHz frequencies and only in a
waveguide-mediated interaction [7]. Recent development
of the X-Ray FEL has rekindled interest in undulator
tapering [8–10] as increase in the X-ray FEL peak power
resulting from 5% to 10% extraction efficiencies could
unlock long-term goals in x-ray science such as single
molecule imaging [11,12].
An even stronger tapering of the undulator parameters to

maintain the resonant condition over a very large (octave-
spanning) beam energy variation has been studied in the
context of inverse free electron laser (IFEL) accelerators
[13–15]. For example, the Rubicon IFEL at the Accelerator
Test Facility at the Broohaven National Laboratory recently
demonstrated resonant acceleration of particles from an
initial energy of 52 MeV to a final energy of ∼95 MeV at a
gradient of ∼100 MeV=m, [16,17] using a 200 GW CO2

laser pulse and a strongly tapered helical undulator.
In this Letter, we discuss the results of an experiment

operating such an accelerator in reverse, that is, where the
high power CO2 laser and the tapered helical undulator are
used to obtain high gradient deceleration, halving the final
beam energy, showing unprecedented efficiency in energy
extraction from a highly relativistic electron beam. In the
experiment, named Nocibur or inverse Rubicon, a perma-
nent magnet based prebuncher was also used to bunch the
electrons and load them at the decelerating phase of the
interaction to maximize trapping efficiency. In summary, a
fraction larger than 45% of the injected 65 MeV beam was
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decelerated to ∼35 MeV in the 54-cm-long tapered
helical undulator using a 200 GW 10.3 μm laser pulse.
These results, with the help of self-consistent simulations of
the evolution of the radiation field, show for the first time
the feasibility of reaching electro-optical energy conversion
efficiencies as high as 30% in short wavelength laser-
electron interactions [18–20].
The reverse tapering of the undulator was determined

using the resonant phase and energy concepts first intro-
duced in Kroll, Morton, and Rosenbluth [21]. The electrons
traveling in the undulator gain or lose energy depending on
their phase in the ponderomotive potential defined by the
laser and undulator parameters. For helical geometry, the
evolution of a particle energy is described by

dγ2

dz
¼ −2kKlK sinðΨÞ ð1Þ

where k and kw are the laser and undulator wave numbers,
Kl ¼ ðeE0=kmec2Þ and K ¼ ðeB0=kwmecÞ are the laser
and undulator vector potentials, and γ and Ψ represent the
particle Lorentz factor and phase, respectively. We define a
resonant energy such that a particle at γr will maintain a
synchronous phase throughout the interaction, i.e.

dΨ
dz

¼ kw −
kð1þ K2Þ

2γ2
¼ 0 → γ2r ¼

kð1þ K2Þ
2kw

: ð2Þ

To optimize the tapering (i.e. the variation of kw and K
along the undulator) we can derive a differential equation
for the undulator parameters by equating the rate of change
of the resonant energy [i.e. the derivative of Eq. (2)] with
the ponderomotive gradient expression [Eq. (1)] for a
resonant particle at a constant nonzero resonant phase,
Ψr obtaining

dK
dz

¼ ð1þ K2Þðdkw=dzÞ
2Kkw

− kwKl sinΨr: ð3Þ

In our experiment, the resonant phase Ψr was set to π=4
as a compromise between the magnitude of the deceleration
gradient and the extent of the stable region in longitudinal
phase space where particles can be trapped and decelerated.
Further, the variation of the period which defines ðdkw=dzÞ
was predetermined by already existing undulator body and
magnets. The Nocibur experiment in fact reutilized the
Rubicon helical undulator made up of two Nw ¼ 11 period
Halbach undulators, oriented perpendicularly and shifted in
phase by π=2 with period decreasing from 5.97 cm to
4.04 cm [see Fig. 1(a)]. The undulator field amplitude was
then adjusted to match the new field profile obtained as a
solution of Eq. (3) by varying the gap between the
permanent magnets. Using the new undulator parameters,
the resonant energy for 10.3 μm laser wavelength decreases

from 65 MeV to 35 MeValong the interaction as shown in
Fig. 1(b).
In order to inject as many particles as possible in the stable

region of the ponderomotive potential and maximize the
energy extraction efficiency,we utilized amodulator-chicane
compact prebuncher. A single 5 cm period planar Halbach-
style undulator is used as an energy modulator to impart a
nearly 3% peak-to-peak energy modulation on the beam.
Additional half period long sections at the entrance and exit
of the undulator are used to correct for the trajectory offset.
The modulator is immediately followed by a chicane
composed of four dipole magnets of length 12.5 mm whose
gap can be adjusted from a minimum of 13 mm to a
maximum of 18 mm and are interspaced by drifts of
12.5mm.Thevariable gap allows us to control the dispersion
of the chicane and tune the transport matrix elementR56 from
21 to 59 μm to obtain maximum bunching.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the layout of the beam line

with the prebuncher and undulator. A dipole is used to
coalign the electron beam to the propagation axis of the
CO2 laser which is focused by a 4.5 m focal length NaCl
lens (not shown) to a 0.99 mm waist in the middle of the
undulator. Quadrupole magnets are used to focus the
electron beam through the interaction and then transport
it to the energy spectrometer. Experimental electron beam
and laser parameters are listed in Table I. Picosecond scale
timing between the laser and electron beam is achieved first
by utilizing electron-beam controlled CO2 transmission in a

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Undulator period and magnetic field amplitude (left)
and resonant energy (right) vs the coordinate z along the
undulator axis.

FIG. 2. Nocibur experiment beam line layout.
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semiconductor (Ge) slab [22] and then adjusted by maxi-
mizing the energy modulation on the electron spectrometer.
Fine-tuning of the prebuncher-chicane gap is used to

control the relative injection phase between the laser and the
electron microbunches at the undulator entrance [Fig. 4(a)].
Studying the fraction of the particles captured as a function of
the gap, we observe a peak of maximum trapping where the
electron beam is delayed by ∼ð7π=4Þλ, corresponding to a
slippage of the beam to the design resonant phase by π=4,
Fig. 4(b).
In Fig. 3 we show two representative energy spectrom-

eter images and the relative energy distribution projections
ð1=NtotÞðdN=dEÞ normalized so that the integral under the
curves is 1. The peak capture fraction was measured at
∼45% for a 100 pC electron beam, injected at 65 MeVand
decelerated down to 35 MeV, matching very well with the
design simulations. By integrating over the energy distri-
butions we can calculate the total energy in the electron
beam, i.e., Etot ¼ ðQ=eÞ R ½ð1=NtotÞðdN=dEÞEdE�). When
the drive laser is turned off, the electron beam is nearly
monochromatic and Etot is given by 100 pC × 65 MV ¼
6.5 mJ. Averaging Etot over the shots with the seed laser on,
we obtain 4.5� 0.4 mJ, yielding an energy extraction
efficiency of ∼30%.
The full interaction was simulated with a general particle

tracer (GPT) [23] using field maps from the 3D magneto-
static solver Radia[24], which agree well with the undulator
and prebuncher Hall probe measurements. Simulations of
the radiation produced in the undulator were carried out
using the 3D time-dependent FEL simulation code GENESIS

[25]. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the e-beam longitudinal
phase space after the prebuncher as well as the final
spectrum. Without prebunching, simulations indicate that
the fraction of particles trapped by the IFEL decelerator
would drop to 17%, reducing the extraction efficiency by
nearly a factor of 3 to ∼10%.
The output electron energy spectra from the experiment,

GPT, and GENESIS are in excellent agreement validating the

assumption that minimal electromagnetic field evolution
occurs along the interaction, Fig. 5(a). Genesis predicts an
increase in radiation energy of 2 mJ consistent with the total
energy lost by the electron beam. By comparing the
simulated transverse profiles of the seed pulse with the
output pulse [Fig. 5(b)] one notes that the newborn
radiation comes out with a larger divergence angle, which
should be expected since it is emitted by an electron beam
focused to a much smaller spot size than the seed laser.
Detection of the generated radiation was hindered by the
presence of the large signal from the drive laser pulse.
The amplitude of the radiation field plays a crucial role in

maximizing the energy extraction efficiency, and it is
important to highlight the difference between coherent
undulator radiation and stimulated superradiant emission.
This can be understood by considering the field generated
by the passage of a bunched beam in an undulator magnet,
Eg, emitted coherently with a high power seed field, Es.
The superposition of the two fields yields a total radiation

pulse energy, ε∝ ð ~Esþ ~EgÞ2 ¼ jEsj2þ2ℜ½ ~Es · ~E�
g�þ jEgj2.

The electromagnetic energy gained at the end of the
undulator is then proportional to Δε ∝ 2ηpEsEg cosϕþ
jEgj2 where ηp is the polarization matching factor (usually
unity if the laser is properly circularly polarized) and ϕ is
the phase of the bunching current relative to the laser beam

TABLE I. Parameters for the Nocibur experiment.

Parameter Value

Initial electron beam energy 65 MeV
Initial beam energy spread (ðΔE=EÞ) 0.0015
Electron beam emittance (ϵx;y) 2 mm-mrad
Electron beam waist (σx;y) 100 μm
Electron beam current 100 A
Electron beam charge 100 pC
Laser wavelength 10.3 μm
Rayleigh range 0.3 m
Laser waist 990 μm
Laser waist position ðLu=2Þ ¼ 0.275 m
Laser M2 1.1
Laser energy 0.3–0.7 J
Laser pulse length 3 ps

(b)

(c)

(a)

FIG. 3. (a) Electron beam spectrum with no laser seed. (b),(c)
Deceleration spectra from Nocibur spectrometer for two con-
secutive shots having slightly different input laser seed energy,
compared with GPT simulation ð1=NÞðdN=dEÞ vs E (bottom).
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(cosϕ ¼ sinψ r ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
). The second term in this expres-

sion is the usual coherent undulator radiation. The first term
represents the stimulated superradiant emission and for a
large enough initial seed field can be dominating [26]. For
example, in our case, if we calculate the coherent undulator
emission from a perfectly microbunched 100 pC electron
beam going through 11 undulator periods, we obtain 15 μJ.
Both experiment and simulations show instead mJ-level
energy exchange between the particles and the radiation as
a result of the stimulated interaction.
An interesting feature of both experimental and simu-

lation data is the discrete peaks in the energy spectrum.
Much attention has been devoted in the literature to the
motion of trapped particles, but an interesting effect is
uncovered here for those electrons that follow open
trajectories in phase space [27]. Looking at Fig. 4(c) it
is observed that for the particular resonant phase π=4 these
trajectories “bunch up” in energy at discrete levels. These
energy levels can be calculated by finding the energy
offsets for particles that have slipped ahead of the ponder-
omotive bucket by 2πn. Using the Hamiltonian defined in
[21], one can consider a detrapped particle, initially at
δγ ¼ 0, and calculate the energy deviation after its phase
slips by 2π yielding δγðzÞ ∼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

γrðzÞðdγ=dzÞλwðzÞ
p

. The

positions for the energy peaks at larger δγ can be solved
for numerically using the full Hamiltonian. In Fig. 6 we
show representative trajectories for the particles along the
undulator from the GPT simulation in remarkable agree-
ment with our estimates for the energy peaks using the
Hamiltonian model. In principle, nonresonant IFEL inter-
action could find application in electron beam longitudinal
phase space manipulation, for example, to stretch and
reduce the energy spread of a microbunched beam injected
in a tapered undulator just outside the trapping bucket.
In conclusion, the results from the Nocibur experiment

show 30% electro-optical conversion efficiency from a

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. (a) Hall probe measurements of the prebuncher field
varying chicane gap. (b) Fraction of fully decelerated particles as
a function of the injection phase controlled by varying the chicane
gap compared with GPT simulations with seed energy 0.55 J
(yellow), 0.45 J (red), and 0.35 J (blue). (c) Longitudinal phase
space for Ψr ¼ π=4 IFEL ponderomotive potential with phase
space curves for trapped and untrapped particles. The prebunched
beam longitudinal phase space is also shown color coding the
particles within the separatrix. (d) GPT simulation of the e-beam
spectrum at Nocibur exit showing full deceleration for the
prebunched particles.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. (a) Evolution of the radiation energy gain and total
energy in electron beam along the undulator from GENESIS

simulation. (b) Transverse shape of Nocibur generated radiation
at undulator exit.

FIG. 6. Particle trajectories along the undulator from the GPT
simulations. The (θ, γ) longitudinal phase space at the undulator
exit from Genesis simulation is displayed to show the remarkable
agreement in all details of the energy spectrum. The ponder-
omotive potential bucket height is represented by dashed lines.
The estimates for the positions of the detrapped energy peaks are
also shown (points).
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relativistic electron beam setting a new record for an
interaction occurring between a free-space propagating
laser pulse and a relativistic electron beam, largely improv-
ing over early attempts to demonstrate high efficiency
lasing in the far infrared regime [28]. This is mostly due to
the developments in the generation of high brightness
electron beams and increased seed laser quality and
stability. It should be noted that Nocibur took advantage
of the existing hardware and setup from an ongoing IFEL
accelerator experiment and so was not optimized for
radiation generation resulting in emitted power signifi-
cantly lower than the input seed. Nevertheless the experi-
ment shows that large improvements in efficiency can be
obtained when prebunched beams, high intensity seed, and
strongly tapered undulators are used, demonstrating for the
first time the tapering-enhanced stimulated superradiant
emission regime where the radiated energy is orders of
magnitude larger than coherent emission.
The results show the path to reach similar efficiency at

even shorter wavelengths where currently high average
power coherent sources do not exist. In this case one may
conceive an oscillator (or regenerative amplifier) configu-
ration whereas the amplifier is embedded in an optical
cavity with a large steady state circulating power optimized
for high efficiency extraction with the tapered wiggler. The
resonator round trip is tuned to be commensurate with the
electron beam repetition rate. In such a scheme the electron
beam only has to provide energy gain sufficient to over-
come the cavity losses. To start up the oscillation, a high
intensity short wavelength pulsed laser could be used as an
igniter seed pulse. This is a subject for a separate study, but
the present work stands as a proof of principle, showing
that very high efficiencies are possible, thus opening the
way towards new sources of very high power coherent
radiation.
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